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AgendaAgenda

Review the basics of creating an email blast Review the basics of creating an email blast 
or email newsletteror email newsletter

Go over email composition and design Go over email composition and design 
suggestionssuggestions

Learn the Art of the AskLearn the Art of the Ask

Most importantly, answer your questionsMost importantly, answer your questions



Why Use An Email Blaster?Why Use An Email Blaster?

►Legitimacy (vs. Legitimacy (vs. 
Spam)Spam)BCCing more than a BCCing more than a 
few dozen people = Spamfew dozen people = Spam

►List ManagementList Management



Why Use An Email Blaster?Why Use An Email Blaster?

►Professional AppearanceProfessional Appearance
 (Relatively) easy email (Relatively) easy email 

design tools without design tools without 
needing to know HTMLneeding to know HTML

►AnalyticsAnalytics
 Information about what Information about what 

happened after you sent happened after you sent 
the emailthe email



Why Use An Email Blaster?Why Use An Email Blaster?

►  Collect Email AddressesCollect Email Addresses
 Create opt-in formsCreate opt-in forms



Why Use An Email Blaster?Why Use An Email Blaster?

►  Get Emails Get Emails 
 Create opt-in formsCreate opt-in forms



ConsiderationsConsiderations

►Can take a large amount of time to constructCan take a large amount of time to construct
►Consistent pace is key Consistent pace is key 
►1998 HTML knowledge is very helpful1998 HTML knowledge is very helpful
►Make sure that you have a goal to determine Make sure that you have a goal to determine 

whether your rate of email blasting is worth whether your rate of email blasting is worth 
the effortthe effort



Email CompositionEmail Composition

►Key premise: you have minimal time to Key premise: you have minimal time to 
engage readerengage reader

►Think in terms of Subject line and 3 main Think in terms of Subject line and 3 main 
pointspoints
 State the problemState the problem
 State your solutionState your solution
 State ways to get involvedState ways to get involved



Email CompositionEmail Composition
►Design for Clear MessagingDesign for Clear Messaging

 Know what you want your user to learn and doKnow what you want your user to learn and do

►Keep Tone Casual and PersonalKeep Tone Casual and Personal
 Model as “friend talking with a friend”Model as “friend talking with a friend”

►Design for SkimmingDesign for Skimming
 Subject line is criticalSubject line is critical

 Information should be easily accessibleInformation should be easily accessible



Table of ContentsTable of Contents



Email CompositionEmail Composition

►Simplicity is GoldenSimplicity is Golden
 Max 3-4 colorsMax 3-4 colors

 Use 1 to 2 font stylesUse 1 to 2 font styles

►  REFRAIN FROM ALL CAPSREFRAIN FROM ALL CAPS
►  Use space and headers to break up Use space and headers to break up 

paragraphsparagraphs



Watch “The Fold”Watch “The Fold”



Watch “The Fold”Watch “The Fold”



Email CompositionEmail Composition

►Graphics and ImagesGraphics and Images
 Make sure images have defined width and heightMake sure images have defined width and height

►Don't rely on images for messageDon't rely on images for message
 Many people don't load imagesMany people don't load images

►Add a meaningful ALT tag to your imageAdd a meaningful ALT tag to your image
   What appears when image doesn't load?What appears when image doesn't load?



Define your ALT Text Define your ALT Text 



Email  AsksEmail  Asks
►““The Ask” refers to what action you want The Ask” refers to what action you want 

your recipients to takeyour recipients to take
►Make it easy to see Make it easy to see 

 Make it specificMake it specific
 Repeat  several times in different placesRepeat  several times in different places

 Use a sidebar and graphics Use a sidebar and graphics 
 Give multiple options and methods for people to take Give multiple options and methods for people to take 

action and participateaction and participate



Email  AsksEmail  Asks
►  Why would anyone read that? Why would anyone read that? 



The AskThe Ask



Action



Ask
Pulled

Out

The Ask
 

in the text 

The Ask
 

repeated 



SummarySummary

►  Use an email blaster for legitimacyUse an email blaster for legitimacy
►  Email templates streamline and standardizeEmail templates streamline and standardize
►Design for skimming Design for skimming 
►Define how you want your supporters and Define how you want your supporters and 
members to plug inmembers to plug in



End of SectionEnd of Section

Questions?Questions?

Comments?Comments?

Email us: help@aspirationtech.orgEmail us: help@aspirationtech.org
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Thank You!Thank You!
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